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Periodic Arrays of Gold Nano-Disks Coupled with Evanescent
Spectroscopy
Hao Jiang1, Touraj Manifar1,2, Aref Bakhtazad1, Hossein Hojjati1,2, Jayshri Sabarinathan1a)
and Silvia Mittler2a)
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We study and analyze various spectral features of gold nano-disk arrays
coupled with the evanescent field of an optical waveguide using finite
difference time domain simulations for comparison to our previous work on
this topic (Jiang et al, Journal of Lightwave Technology 27, no.13, (2009):
2264-2270). We find that the quadrupolar and dipolar peaks are both heavily
dependent on the coherent interactions of the periodic array and show
comparable performance for refractive index sensing applications. We also
find sharp extinction peaks and dips in the simulated spectra, but they are
not sensitive to the index change of the surface-bound layer. A detailed
analysis on these sharp features reveals that the sharp extinction peaks are
grating-induced quadrupolar modes and the dips represent the suppressed
plasmon resonances caused by the photonic band gap.

I. INTRODUCTION
The extensive research interest in nanometer-dimension metallic nano-particles (NPs) has
been mainly driven by their broad impact on the emerging disciplines of nanoengineering and nano-optics. Gold (Au) NPs, in particular, have been the focus of
numerous investigations in recent years because of the promises offered by their optical,
electronic, and chemical properties [1-4]. The unique optical properties are due to the
localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) of the AuNPs, which is a collective
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oscillation of the free electron gas confined in a nano-scale volume. The LSPR provides a
remarkable enhancement on the evanescent electromagnetic field at the surface of the
NPs, which has found important applications in surface-enhanced Raman
spectroscopy [5, 6] and LSPR sensing [7-12].
By patterning the AuNPs into a periodic array, additional effects arise due to the
interaction of the AuNPs with the photonic crystal (PC) lattice [13]. Such an interaction
can result in unique optical properties useful for manipulating light at the nano-scale, and
leads to strong local field enhancements. Meier et al. have theoretically studied the
dipolar interactions of periodic arrays of NPs, and predicted the array effects on the
plasmon peak and the radiative damping [14]. Lamprecht et al. first demonstrated
experimentally the significant variations in the plasmon resonances of these periodic
structures with lattice constants due to in-phase superposition of scattered light [15].
Linden et al. presented experimentally the selective suppression of the extinction of a
periodic array of AuNPs on an indium tin oxide waveguide [16, 17]. The sharp gratinginduced plasmon mode of periodic arrays of metal NPs has been studied systematically
both theoretically and experimentally [18-21]. AuNP arrays have been studied for
refractive index sensing and showed great potential towards ultra-high sensing
resolution [18, 19, 22-25]. Large-scale low-cost fabrication of the AuNP arrays has also
been demonstrated recently [26].
Waveguide evanescent spectroscopy is based on the concept of exciting micro/nanoobjects positioned on a waveguide surface using the evanescent field of the waveguide
and collecting the transmitted light [27]. Combining AuNPs with a waveguide can couple
the LSPR with the evanescent field, providing interesting nano-optical phenomena, such
as enhanced cross-talk due to proper polarization interrogation [27-29]. The biosensing
approach based on AuNPs immobilized on the surface of waveguide has been
studied [30, 31].
In our previous work, we have theoretically studied the AuNP-based photonic crystal on
top of a slab waveguide for sensing applications [31]. The LSPR of the array is excited
by the evanescent field of the waveguide mode and the wave-vector of the probing light
lies in the same plane as the periodicities to benefit from the photonic crystal effects. The
LSPR was found to greatly depend on both the periodicities and the waveguide
dispersion. In this paper, we continue this theoretical study and explore further the
various spectral features including dipolar peaks, quadrupolar peaks and sharp extinction
peaks. We compare the sensing capabilities of those features and also briefly investigate
the structure in experiments.
FIG. 1 schematically shows Au nano-disk array in a 2D lattice on top of a slab waveguide.
The lattice constants along X and Y directions are given by ax and ay, respectively. The
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nano-disks are 50 nm in height and slightly elliptical with diameters equal to 190 nm and
215 nm along the X and Y axis, respectively. The polarization of the TE and TM mode
are also marked. The electric field oscillates only along the Y axis for TE modes and
along both X and Z axis for TM modes.

II. NUMERICAL SIMULATION CONFIGURATION
The configuration of 3D finite difference time domain (FDTD) simulation is shown in
FIG. 2, which is similar to the configuration previously used [31]. The structures of
interest are 2D periodic arrays of Au nano-disks located on top of a waveguide with the
periodic lattice in the X-Y plane. Periodic boundary conditions are applied in the Y
direction, and the span of simulation region in the Y direction is equal to ay of the
periodic array. This configuration is equivalent to simulating a periodic array infinitely
extended in Y direction. Since the waveguide mode propagates from left to right, periodic
boundaries could not be applied in the X direction due to the phase difference along the
propagation path of the wave. Instead, perfectly matched layers (PMLs) are used as
boundary condition, and 8 columns of AuNPs are assumed in the X direction to simulate
the effects of periodicity in this direction. The waveguide consisted of a substrate with a
refractive index nsub = 1.55, a 300 nm thick slab with a refractive index ns = 1.65 and the
cover refractive index nc = 1.33 (water).

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Compared to the TM mode, the TE mode oscillates only along one direction and yields a
simpler spectrum but it can excite all the physical features of interest. For the sake of
brevity, we present and discuss the simulation results under excitation of fundamental TE
mode, i.e., TE0 mode. The simulated spectra of changing lattice constant a are shown in
FIG. 3(a) and the dipolar peak, quadrupolar peak and sharp extinction peak features are
marked clearly in FIG. 3(b). As the lattice constant increases, the dipolar peak red-shifts
and the peak line width narrows, similar to those AuNP arrays under normal
transmission [14, 15]. The reduced line width can improve the sensing figure of merit
(defined as sensitivity/line width) by a few times [22, 23]. To understand these spectral
features and their abilities in sensing, the spectrum for the structure of a = 500 nm
without coating is additionally plotted as a black line in FIG. 3(b). Also shown is the
spectrum with a 4 nm thick coating (red dashed line) with a refractive index of 1.44
encapsulating the Au nano-disks, mimicking biomolecules binding to the gold surface in
an LSPR sensing application. Upon coating, the dipolar peak and the quadrupolar peak of
the structure a = 500 nm both red-shift by about 5 nm.
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The most interesting features in the simulated spectra are the sharp extinction peaks and
dips, located very close to each other. In order to understand the origins of these features,
the spectral position of the sharp extinction peaks and the dips are plotted versus the
lattice constant in FIG. 4. The solid line is defined as λ = a*neff, where neff is the effective
index of the TE0 mode. The waveguide configuration gives an effective index around
1.56 for the spectrum 700 nm – 930 nm. The sharp peak features all stay close to the solid
line, which indicates the relation of these features to the waveguide mode. In order to
examine these features closely, the mode profiles at the wavelength of the extinction peak
and the extinction dip #1 for the structure a = 500 nm were simulated and plotted as
shown in FIG. 5 and FIG. 6. It was found, that, at the extinction peak wavelengths, the
mode profile indicates a very strong enhancement of the electromagnetic fields of the
quadrupolar mode in the periodic array. However, at the wavelength of the extinction dip,
the plasmon resonance of the Au nano-disks is suppressed, without obvious quadrupolar
mode features. The primary difference is that for the wavelength at the extinction peak,
the anti-nodes of the electromagnetic field are located right under the Au nano-disks
while for the wavelength of the extinction dip, the anti-nodes are located in the empty
region between the Au nano-disks.
This phenomenon can be explained by considering the 2D periodic array as a
superposition of a 1D photonic crystal in X direction and a 1D photonic crystal in Y
direction. The Bragg reflection wavelength of a 1D photonic crystal structure is given by
λb = 2a*neff /m, where m is the grating order. In this case, since the lattice configuration is
square, ax = ay = a, the second order Bragg reflection wavelength is given as λb = a*neff.
This wavelength actually corresponds to the second photonic band gap in the 1D
photonic crystal [13]. For waves carrying wavelengths close to λb, the waves propagating
in opposite directions, interfere with each other due to Bragg reflections, and the result is
the formation of standing waves with two types of arrangements: one with the anti-nodes
under the Au nano-disks which manifests itself in a sharp extinction peak and the other
with the anti-nodes between the Au nano-disks which leads to a strong extinction dip.
This extinction dip is similar to the selectively suppressed extinction reported from
normal transmission of AuNP arrays on top of waveguides [16, 17] and the sharp
extinction peak is similar to the grating-induced mode reported from normal transmission
of AuNP arrays [21].
We also found from the simulations, that, the simulated extinction peaks and dips are
more affected by ay than ax. As shown in FIG. 7, by simulating periodic arrays with
unequal ax and ay, one can see that the locations of the sharp peak and dip are basically
dependent on ay only. In an additional simulation, we probed the structure with only one
column of Au nano-disks in the X direction, i.e., a 1D array with periodicity only in the Y
direction. The sharp extinction peak and dip still exist, but the amplitudes are much
4

weaker. According to this comparison, the locations of the extinction peak and dip are
strongly affected by the periodicity in Y direction while the periodicity in X direction
only affects the amplitudes. We believe that ax and ay in reality should work equally.
However, due to the simulation methods being used here, only a finite number of AuNPs
could be simulated in X direction, which is very likely not sufficient to reveal the strong
influence of ax. In Y direction, the equivalent physical structure is an infinitely extended
periodic array, which leads to a stronger coupling of the array. A similar phenomenon
that the scattering line-shapes depend on the number of coupling nanoparticles can also
be found from the discrete dipole approximation (DDA) calculations reported by Hicks et
al. [20].
It should be pointed out, that the sharp extinction peaks reported here are of quadrupolar
nature, which is different from the grating-induced modes caused by dipolar interactions
reported by Felidj et al. [21]. Specifically, a dipolar resonator with a polarization in Y
direction scatters light mainly along the X-Z plane, and the grating-induced modes are
thus more affected by ax. For a quadrupolar resonator, light is scattered in more directions
and the interactions of the periodic array are affected by periodicities in both dimensions.
Due to the limited number of nano-disks in X direction in our study, the grating-induced
mode in this case is basically determined by ay. It can be expected that with larger
number of periodicities in the X direction, a dependence of the grating-induced mode on
both periodicities should be seen.
The sharp extinction peak and dip are located very close to each other, which might
provide novel approaches to manipulate light. However, the sharp extinction peak and the
dip were found to be not sensitive to the surface bound layer as shown in FIG. 3(b),
meaning that these interesting spectral features are probably not appropriate for sensing
applications.
We carried out experiments to study the Au nano-disk arrays on top of waveguides. The
waveguides were fabricated using ion-exchange technique on BK7 glass
substrates [32, 33] and neff of the TE0 mode was tuned to match the simulated waveguide
structure. The details of the experiment are presented in the supplemental information
[34]. FIG. 8 shows the dipolar peaks excited by the TE0 mode. The experimental peaks
follow the same trend as the simulations but the spectral positions are found at shorter
wavelengths. Although neff of the simulated and experimented waveguide are matched to
each other, the experimental waveguide has a smaller refractive index on the top-most
layer and caused the dipolar peaks to blue-shift. The experimental spectra also show
seemingly sharp extinction peaks, however, such features cannot be verified yet due to
the huge optical loss of the waveguides caused by silver particles formed during the ionexchange.
5

IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have studied and analyzed various spectral features of Au nano-disk arrays on top of
waveguides using 3D FDTD simulations. Quadrupolar peaks and dipolar peaks show
comparable performance for index sensing applications. The simulations revealed sharp
extinction peaks and dips, very close to each other in the spectra. They are not sensitive
to index changes of the surface-bound layer. We interpret that the sharp extinction peaks
are grating-induced quadrupolar modes and the strong dips represent the suppressed
plasmon resonance caused by the photonic band gap.
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VII. FIGURE CAPTIONS

FIG.1: Diagram of the structure configuration. A 2D periodic array of elliptical gold nanodisks is patterned on top of a waveguide. The LSPR is excited by the evanescent
field of the waveguide mode. The polarization directions of the TE and the TM
waveguide mode are shown with respect to the nano-disk geometry. The ellipticity
of the nano-disks in the diagram has been shown slightly exaggerated for
clarification.

FIG.2: 3D FDTD simulation configuration. Both top view and side view of the simulation
configuration are presented. Periodic boundaries were applied in Y direction.
PMLs boundaries were applied in X and Z directions. 8 columns of Au nano-disks
were created along X direction to simulate the effects of periodicity in the X
direction.

FIG.3: FDTD simulation results of a periodic array (square lattice) of Au nano-disks on top
of a waveguide. (a) Simulated extinction spectra with changing lattice constant of a
square lattice coupled to the TE0 mode. Lattice constants a for each curve are given
in the legend. (b) The peak features associated with the structure with lattice
constant a = 500 nm. The black line is the spectrum of the bare nano-disks while
the dashed red line represents the spectrum of the nano-disks coated with a 4 nm
shell with n = 1.44. The important spectral features are marked on the spectrum.
With the coating, the quadrupolar peak and dipolar peak red-shifted, but the sharp
extinction peak and dips did not shift significantly.

FIG.4: Spectral positions of the sharp extinction peaks and dips in the extinction spectra.
The solid line depicts the second order Bragg reflection wavelength.

FIG.5: The simulated mode profile at the wavelength of the sharp extinction peak for the
device a = 500 nm. The X-Y cut is the horizontal cut crossing the center of the
nano-disks and the X-Z cut is the vertical cut crossing the center of the nano-disks.
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FIG.6: The simulated mode profile at the wavelength of the extinction dip for the device a
= 500 nm. The X-Y cut is the horizontal cut crossing the center of the nano-disks
and the X-Z cut is the vertical cut crossing the center of the nano-disks.

FIG.7: Simulated extinction spectra of unequal lattice constant configurations. ax and ay of
each curve are given in the legend. The lowest curve is obtained from a structure
with only 1 column of gold nanodisks in the X direction, i.e. without any
periodicity in X direction. This curve represents the response of a 1D array,
periodic in the Y direction. To show the data effectively, the data of this curve has
been multiplied by a factor of 8.

FIG.8: Dipolar peaks of the Au nano-disk arrays excited by a TE 0 mode. The red circles
and black squares represent simulation and experiment results, respectively. The
solid line depicts the second order Bragg reflection wavelength.
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